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Canadian Biosphere Reserves

Credit: Genevieve Poirier-Ghys



First collaboration 
completed 2000

Since then, Canadian BRs 
have been challenged to:
1. Work together
2. Connect to MAP/MAB 

priorities
3. Address “big” issues 

(climate change, 
biodiversity 
conservation)



BRs tend to work alone on 
regional priorities

Credit: Colleen George



Purpose of the partnership project 
(2011-2014)

 Help BRs evaluate their practices, develop networking 
strategies, and learn from each others’ experiences

 Re-connect BRs with the UNESCO/MAB mandate 
(Madrid Action Plan) 

 “look up and out”





Clusters undertook projects across 
3 themes:

 Sustainable tourism

 Ecosystem services and land 
management

 Education for sustainable development

Learning to document, evaluate & share good practices



EuroMAB, conference in Canada (Oct 
2013)

• 197 people from 27 countries

• CCUNESCO published Learning From 
Each Other/Savoirs Partagés

BR practitioners led or co-led several 
workshops and post-conference events

http://unesco.ca/en/home-

accueil/biosphere



 Shared learning
a) Facilitation skills for land 

management

b) Education tools – curricula, videos

c) Tourism charters

 Linked projects
a) Sustainable Tourism –

“Amazing Places”

Outcomes – Enhanced capacity



Outcomes – Improved awareness of and 
commitment to MAB

 Improved awareness

a) Madrid Action Plan

b) Periodic review

c) Indigenous Peoples

 Strengthened commitment to the international network

a) NORDMAB

b) Working Group on Indigenous Peoples

c) Academic relationships internationally (e.g., Japan, Sweden)

d) 20 people from Canada here at World Congress



Outcomes – Heightened profile and funding

 Heightened profile

a) Full season documentary 
series on Canadian 
biosphere reserves airing 
Fall 2016

 New funded initiatives

a) Ontario biosphere reserves 
sought and received funding 
from Trillium Foundation



Outcomes – Academic recognition

 Academic and plain 
language publications

 Conference presentations

 University Presidents 
officially informed/involved

 Recognition by Social 
Sciences and Humanities 
Research Council of Canada

One of 3 finalists in national 
awards by the funding agency

Canada Council for the Arts, Canadian 

Commission for UNESCO, SSHRC 

meet to celebrate the project Nov 2014. 

Patricia Roberts-Pichette was the 

Canada-MAB secretary in the 1970s.



Lasting effects? - challenges

How to retain momentum…



Lasting effects? - opportunities

 Commitments to Indigenous 
peoples

 New/renewed courses and 
opportunities for networking

 ‘national debates’

 NORDMAB

 Regional efforts (e.g., ON, 
QC)

 Reaching out to international 
network



To do…(re)establish transdisciplinary partnerships 
among scientists, practitioners and policy makers

 demonstrate tangible contributions of BRs to conservation and 
sustainability 

 establish appropriate, reliable and active partnerships that retain 
action research agendas & transdisciplinary research teams 

 engage knowledge-holders with specialized western scientific 
knowledge and local experiential and indigenous knowledge 

Acknowledging the years of unstinting service to the national 

and international networks: George Francis, Al Anderson, and 

Fred Roots



Thank-you!
 To biosphere reserve practitioners, partnership team, and the 

national & international networks.

 To Paivi Abernethy, Vladimir Kricsfalusy, Christy Morrissey, 
Colleen George for support and photos

contact me at: m.reed@usask.ca


